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Introduction
An important problem in evolutionary biology is the identification of genes that have undergone recent positive selection. For the Drosophila melanogaster lineage for instance, the
search for positively selected genes has generated a rapidly
growing list of candidates. A multitude of studies have examined cosmopolitan and ancestral African populations of
D. melanogaster, with a particular focus on genes that are
important for local adaptation (e.g., Jensen et al. 2007;
Tauber et al. 2007; Svetec et al. 2011). For example,
Beisswanger et al. (2006) found a selective sweep in an ancestral African population at ph-p that may have led to the
divergence of the polyhomeotic genes ph-p and ph-d
(Beisswanger and Stephan 2008). Jensen et al. (2007) detected
a selective sweep in the proximity of the diminutive gene for
populations from China and Zimbabwe, consistent with the
role of diminutive as a body size regulator and the observed
clinal pattern variation of the body size trait. Tauber et al.
(2007) reported that a mutation in the circadian clock gene
timeless has spread in the European populations of D. melanogaster, favored by natural selection. The timeless gene affects diapause in response to light and temperature changes.
Analyzing X-linked quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting cold
tolerance, Svetec et al. (2011) found evidence for a selective
sweep in the gene CG16700 for a European population of
D. melanogaster. The expression variation at the CG16700
has been associated with cold tolerance in an American population of D. melanogaster (Ayroles et al. 2009).
In general, after conducting a genomic scan for positive
selection, researchers focus on the functions and biological

properties of the identified gene regions. The primary goal of
such studies is to corroborate/verify the biological importance
of the genes that have been identified as being positively
selected. One secondary goal of such studies is to increase
the credibility of the positive selection model. In other words,
if a well described, reasonable scenario/narrative can be constructed from the identified genes, the credibility of the positive selection hypothesis is assumed to increase. Often, the
computational and statistical approaches that were deployed
for detecting positive selection are considered to be valid
and/or correctly implemented because results are biologically
sensible. Reasonable findings (such as diminutive or timeless)
are treated as true-positive cases and, albeit indirectly, are
perceived to yield some validity to the methods that were
used to detect them.
Here, we argue that the approach of perceiving an
increased validity of results, simply because they make
sense, may be misleading in many cases. Our main argument
is that the majority of the genes in a genome have important
biological functions with respect to the development,
physiology, or evolution of any organism under study. Even
for genes with obscure roles, it may not represent a grand
challenge to unravel some connections with key genes using
literature mining tools such as iHOP (information
Hyperlinked Over Proteins, Hoffmann and Valencia 2004,
2005) or pathway knowledge bases such as Reactome
(Vastrik et al. 2007).
To this end, we assess whether scanning a genome for
positive selection can result in the detection of “meaningful”
genes, even if we know a priori that the genome is neutral.
Therefore, we initially simulate a sample of neutral genomes,
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In the age of whole-genome population genetics, so-called genomic scan studies often conclude with a long list of putatively
selected loci. These lists are then further scrutinized to annotate these regions by gene function, corresponding biological
processes, expression levels, or gene networks. Such annotations are often used to assess and/or verify the validity of the
genome scan and the statistical methods that have been used to perform the analyses. Furthermore, these results are frequently
considered to validate “true-positives” if the identified regions make biological sense a posteriori. Here, we show that this
approach can be potentially misleading. By simulating neutral evolutionary histories, we demonstrate that it is possible not only
to obtain an extremely high false-positive rate but also to make biological sense out of the false-positives and construct a sensible
biological narrative. Results are compared with a recent polymorphism data set from Drosophila melanogaster.
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subsequently conduct a statistical scan that is followed by a
computational annotation for function.
We do not intend to criticize computational and statistical
approaches for detecting positive selection (e.g., see recent
reviews of Nielsen 2005; Sella et al. 2009; Pool et al. 2010;
Stephan 2010a, 2010b) nor to put into question the need
for a thorough analysis and quest to understand and interpret
the results. Our intention is to critically assess a certain tendency for attaching functional and/or evolutionary importance to findings obtained from genomic scans to verify the
validity of the results. In other words, we are trying to post a
note of caution with respect to the strong (over-) interpretation of results given the plethora of potential sources for
analytical errors.

Materials and Methods
1) We simulate samples drawn from a population evolving
according to a neutral Wright-Fisher model. The demographic parameters of the population were inferred by
analyzing a set of D. melanogaster X chromosomes sampled in the Netherlands (Li and Stephan 2006).
2) We map the gene annotation of the D. melanogaster
X chromosome to the simulated data.
3) We conduct whole-genome scan for positive selection.
4) We carry out an enrichment analysis of the candidate
targets that are under selection.
The complete procedure is outlined in figure 1.

Simulations
We simulated 100 data sets of 40 X chromosomes each, under
a neutral demographic scenario, which can be described by a
recent and deep bottleneck as well as an ancestral expansion.
This demographic scenario has been inferred by analyzing the

Whole-Genome Scanning
We applied the widely used (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2005; Svetec
et al. 2009; Pavlidis et al. 2010; Li et al. 2011) SweepFinder
program (Nielsen et al. 2005) to detect genomic regions in
which the site frequency spectrum (SFS) deviates from the
neutral expectation (i.e., the average SFS over the entire
genome) and resembles the SFS of a simple selective sweep
model (see eq. 6 in Nielsen et al. 2005). SweepFinder is based
on the composite likelihood ratio (CLR) test developed by
Kim and Stephan (2002). It is, however, more robust to demographic assumptions because of using the average SFS over
the entire genome as the expected neutral SFS. SweepFinder
values represent a CLR between the maximum likelihood of a
selective sweep model and a neutral model (represented by
the average SFS of the genome). Thus, large values of
SweepFinder (statistically significantly larger than neutrality)
suggest a selective sweep. The CLR test of SweepFinder was
applied to 10,000 equidistant points along the genome.

Identification of Putative Selection Regions

FIG. 1. Flowchart of the process for the identification and description of
genes that exhibit pseudo-positive selection. The outlined process is
repeated for each of the 100 simulated data sets.
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For each of the 100 simulated data sets, a cutoff value was
calculated to identify regions that may exhibit positive selection. For each data set, the cutoff value was selected as the
99.5th percentile from the empirical distribution of the 10,000
equidistant points along the genome for which the CLR statistic of SweepFinder was calculated. We then mapped the
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Our analysis consists of four steps:

X chromosome of a European population of D. melanogaster
sampled in the Netherlands (Li and Stephan 2006). In particular, the coalescent-based software MaCS (Markovian
Coalescent Simulator) (Chen et al. 2009) was used to generate samples drawn from a population, which evolves under
the neutral Wright-Fisher model. MaCS approximates genealogies on a recombining chromosome via a sequential
Markov process. The tool models distant recombination
events as being independent but preserves dependencies
for recombination events that are located more closely to
each other. Therefore, MaCS is more accurate than the sequential Markovian approximations of the coalescent (SMC;
McVean and Cardin 2005), where a genealogy only depends
on the preceding genealogy. Furthermore, MaCS execution
times scale linearly with the size of the simulated region and
thereby the tool allows for simulating the entire X chromosome of D. melanogaster (>20 Mb). We used the recombination rates along the X chromosome as inferred by
Fiston-Lavier et al. (2010) for the simulations. Because
recombination rates decrease toward either end of the chromosome, we analyzed the genomic region of the X chromosome between 3 and 18 Mb. Very small recombination rates
might introduce biases into MaCS simulations because MaCS
neglects dependencies between coalescent trees of distant
genomic regions. Recombination rates are greater than
2.5  108 per base pair for the part of the X chromosome
under study. The mutation rate for generating the simulated
data sets has been set to the average mutation rate along the
X chromosome ( = 1.45  109) as estimated using the average divergence from D. simulans in Li and Stephan (2006).
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Enrichment Analysis of Candidate Gene Lists
The goal of the enrichment analysis of gene lists is to detect a
set of concepts or terms that are enriched in the gene list
relative to a reference (or background) gene list. We used the
g:GOSt (Gene Ontology Statistics) module of g:Profiler

(Reimand et al. 2007, 2011). g:GOSt performs statistical
enrichment analysis to detect Gene Ontology terms, biological pathways, regulatory motifs, microRNAs, protein–protein
interactions, or human disease annotations that are associated with the gene list at hand. Our main goal is to deploy the
above machinery to search for biological annotations that are
enriched in each candidate gene list.

Scanning a Real Data Set
In addition to the simulated data sets, we also scanned a
real biological data set with SweepFinder. The data set comprises 37 inbred lines of D. melanogaster sampled in North
Carolina and is publicly available (Drosophila Population
Genetics Project [DPGP, http://www.dpgp.org]). This population of D. melanogaster might have experienced more
complex demographic changes than the simulated data
sets. For example, it has been reported that American populations of D. melanogaster are admixed with African alleles
(Caracristi and Schlötterer 2003). It is widely accepted, however, that the demography of non-African populations of D.
melanogaster is characterized by deep and very recent bottlenecks, similar to our simulated demographic model (e.g.,
model BN3 in Haddrill et al. 2005; Yukilevich et al. 2010). On
this real data set, SweepFinder was executed using the same
settings as for the simulated data. The enrichment analysis on
the real data set was also conducted in exactly the same way
as for the simulated data. We included a real data set to
conduct a quantitative comparison of simulated and real
data results such as to ensure that our results are quantitatively analogous and comparable with those observed in real
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FIG. 2. Mapping of points exceeding the threshold value to genes in Flybase (version 5.35, March 2011). Vertical lines connect points to genes located at
the corresponding positions. Points above the threshold line are shown as filled circles, whereas points below are shown as empty circles. Points above
the threshold line that could not be mapped to a gene were discarded. Multiple hits to a certain gene were excluded from the analysis. The horizontal
line depicts the 99.5% cutoff value defined from the empirical distribution of the SweepFinder scores along the genome. For illustrative purposes only
the region between 5 and 6 Mb is shown. The genes that can be mapped to the points define the set of candidate genes for positive selection.
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positions of those points exceeding the cutoff value (outliers)
to gene names on the X chromosome using Flybase (version
5.35, March 2011). We only executed the mapping if the point
was located within the gene or 2 kb upstream or downstream
from the gene. We chose a setting of 2 kb because regulatory
regions for gene expression are located in the proximity of
genes. It has been reported that positive selection acts on
regulatory regions (e.g., Torgenson et al. 2009; Cruickshank
and Nista 2011). Furthermore, in genome scans for positive
selection, genes that are located several kilobases away from
the inferred target of selection are also reported as candidates
(see e.g., Oleksyk et al. 2010 for a recent review). These genes
represent the candidate loci for positive selection. If a single
point was mapped to multiple (overlapping) genes then all
genes were used in the analysis. Furthermore, if two or more
points were mapped to the same gene, only the first point
was used in the analysis. Points that could not be mapped to a
gene using this procedure were excluded from the downstream analyses. We outline this process in figure 1. Figure 2
provides an example of this mapping process in the genomic
region between 5 and 6 Mb for one of the simulated data sets.
We study the properties of outlier points that were excluded
from the analysis in supplementary section I, Supplementary
Material online.
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data. To verify this analogy, we compared the distributions of
SweepFinder output values between simulated and real data
sets, the distribution of SweepFinder outliers, as well as the
number of overrepresented biological annotations as identified by the enrichment analysis.

Results

Mapping Positive Selection and Performing
Enrichment Analysis
Mapping Positive Selection in Simulated Data Sets
As described earlier, we generated a list of genes encompassed
within significant regions for each data set. On average,
43 outlier genes (minimum 27 and maximum 60) were detected (see also supplementary section II, Supplementary
Material online). Here, polymorphic patterns that exhibit
the signature of a selective event are associated with a shift
of the SFS toward low- and high-frequency–derived alleles. An
example for such a polymorphic pattern is provided in figure 3
for the genomic region with the highest SweepFinder score in
the first simulated data set. This polymorphic pattern resembles the expectation of a recent selective event, which is
characterized by the lack of intermediate-frequency alleles.
Along a recombining genome, such patterns occur due to
the stochastic alternation of shallow and deep coalescent
trees. Qualitatively, polymorphic patterns that are characterized by the lack of intermediate-frequency alleles and
generated by the stochastic alternation of shallow and deep
coalescents are very similar to patterns that have been
generated by a “genuine” selective sweep. Therefore, it may
be impossible or will be very difficult to distinguish them
from true-positive selection events. Thus, results do not
only reflect the sensitivity of the neutrality tests to
demographic assumptions, but, more importantly, the resemblance of the polymorphic patterns created by some neutral
and non-neutral evolutionary scenarios, as has been well
described in previous studies (e.g., Barton 1998; Galtier
et al. 2000; Przeworski 2002; Depaulis et al. 2003; Jensen
et al. 2005; Nielsen et al. 2005; Li and Stephan 2006;
Pavlidis et al. 2010).
4

FIG. 3. Patterns of the SFS classes that occur around the highest
SweepFinder peak in the first simulated data set. The graph denotes
the class of the polymorphisms (y-axis) at different positions (x-axis). For
example, a point at position 10,670,000 with allelic class 3 denotes that
at this position there exists a tripleton in the data set. One of the
characteristic signatures of a recent selective event, which is the lack
of intermediate-frequency–derived polymorphisms, is illustrated here as
a blank region that occurs in the center of the graph.

Enrichment Analysis of Genes that Exhibit a Signature of
Positive Selection in Simulations
As already mentioned, enrichment analyses for gene ontology
(GO) categories, pathways, transcription factor binding sites,
microRNAs, diseases, and protein–protein interactions were
performed using g:GOSt. g:GOSt uses a custom algorithm
g:SCS (Set Counts and Sizes) for performing multiple testing
correction over GO categories, pathways, and other types of
functional data. For a given input gene query of fixed length,
the correction analytically approximates the empirical 95%
quantile of P values obtained from randomly generated gene
lists of the same fixed length, separately and independently
for each data source (e.g., GO, KEGG, Reactome). According
to simulations by Reimand et al. (2007), SCS correction produces values that are comparable with two standard multiple
testing procedures: being more conservative than the
Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (Benjamini and
Hochberg 1995) and less conservative than the Bonferroni
correction. To further test the SCS correction approach, we
performed enrichment analysis for random subsets of 50 X
chromosome genes. Among these, 34% yield at least one significant category and 9% yield at least two significant categories (see also supplementary section III, Supplementary
Material online). g:GOSt returns scaled P values such as the
highest significant P value after multiple testing correction
assumes a value of 5% and smaller P values are scaled proportionally. The background data set used in the enrichment
analysis entailed only genes located on the X chromosome, as
downloaded from the Ensembl genome browser (Flicek et al.
2011).
In the first simulated data set, we find an enrichment for
eight GO categories (six refer to biological process and two to
cellular component) and three related to the Human
Phenotype Ontology (HPO). This means that homologues
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Initially, we summarize the results obtained on the 100 simulated data sets. For discussing specific issues, we always refer
to the first simulated data set. Because the (arbitrary) order of
the simulated replicates is independent of their content, we
chose to provide specific examples from the first simulated
data set for convenience, provided that it contained at least
one significant biological term or property. The first simulated
data set is not an outlier among the simulated data sets with
respect to the number of significant biological categories or
SweepFinder results (see Enrichment Analysis of Genes that
Exhibit the Signature of Positive Selection in Simulations
for a summary across all simulated data sets). The first simulated data set, as well as software/scripts that reproduces the
analysis can be downloaded at http://exelixis-lab.org/pavlos/
gopopgen.tar.gz.
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Enrichment Analysis of the Genes that Exhibit a Signature of
Positive Selection in the DPGP Data Set
We performed enrichment analysis of the DPGP data set
in analogy to the simulated data sets. The command line
parameters and program invocations used to detect the
candidate genomic regions for positive selection and the
enrichment analysis were exactly identical for the DPGP
data set and the simulated data sets. Here, the goal consists
in comparing the number of statistically significant biological
terms detected in a real and 100 neutrally evolving simulated
data sets. Therefore, our comparison is not qualitative
but quantitative. Furthermore, we do not intend to argue
that the DPGP data set has necessarily evolved neutrally,
but rather, that it may be extremely difficult to accurately
determine whether a data set has evolved under positive
selection or under neutrality by mining biological metainformation.
Using g:GOSt again, nine statistically significant biological
terms were obtained for the real data set related to transcription factor binding sites. P values ranged from 4.82  102 to
3.26  104. Thus, the number of biological terms obtained
using g:GOSt is not higher in the real data set than in the
simulated data sets (remember that on average 5.19 terms are
detected per data set and 16 of 100 simulated data sets contained at least 10 biological terms).

Believing the Results from Simulations—Is It Possible
to Construct Plausible Evolutionary Explanations from
Pseudo-Selection Results?
Here, we intentionally treat the first simulated neutral data
set as real biological data sampled from a European population of D. melanogaster. Consequently, the SweepFinder results comprise a candidate list of genes for positive selection,
and we try to explicitly construct a narrative for the results.

We examine whether it is possible to mine the literature to
provide further evidence in support of the adaptive role of the
artificial candidate genes during the colonization of Europe by
D. melanogaster. To this end, we chose the three genes with
the highest SweepFinder values from the first simulated data
set and interpret them as true-positive results.
Narrative for Gene CG15211
The first gene is referred in Flybase by the symbol
Dmel\CG15211. Despite the limited amount of information
for CG15211, there exist indications that it is involved in important biological processes. The GO indicates that its molecular function and the biological process it is involved in are
unknown. In addition, no phenotypic data are available.
However, there exist four annotated transcripts and four
annotated polypeptides, and it also contains a MARVEL-like
domain (see Flybase, http://flybase.org/reports/FBgn0030234
.html for further information). All described proteins containing the MARVEL domain are consistent with the M-shaped
topology; that is, they contain four transmembrane helix regions. Their function could be related to cholesterol-rich
membrane apposition events (see also http://www.ebi.ac
.uk/interpro/IEntry?ac=IPR021128).
Using a statistically rigorous analysis for identifying genes
whose expression was altered during starvation stress
treatment, Harbison (2004) showed that CG15211 is
down-regulated in starvation-stress experiments. Furthermore, Wijnen et al. (2006) demonstrated that CG15211 transcript levels are light-regulated. Thus, CG15211 may have
played an important role during the initial stages of European
colonization following the migration of the founding population from Africa. Because of daylight and habitat differences
between African and European environments, the first populations that colonized Europe may have experienced a high
selective pressure on the CG15211 gene.
Narrative for Gene CG8188
The second identified gene is the Dmel/CG8188. It is a protein
coding gene and it is predicted (based on sequence similarity)
to exhibit ubiquitin–protein ligase activity. According to the
GO annotation, the biological processes in which it is involved
are unknown. Eleven alleles have been reported and no phenotypic data are available. CG8188 appears to affect the wing
formation particularly in males. P-element insertions in
CG8188 caused general and localized deformations of the
wings of males and only general deformations of the wings
of females (Carreira et al. 2011). Its human homologue,
UBE2S/E2-EPF, drives elongation of ubiquitin chains by the
anaphase-promoting complex (Wu et al. 2010). E2-EPF has
been reported to be highly expressed in common human
cancers (Ohh 2006). According to BioGRID (Stark et al.
2011), CG8188 interacts with seven proteins encoded by
CG5053, TRAF6, AOP, DM (diminutive), LOCO, ORG-1, and
TIM (timeless). Interactions have been demonstrated experimentally, either with two-hybrid systems or with affinity
capture-western blots. CG5053 is important for the compound eye development (inferred from a mutant phenotype,
Flybase; Langton et al. 2009). AOP participates in many important functions from the compound eye development
5
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in humans were enriched in the respective HPO categories.
Furthermore, we detected 1 miRNA, 2 Reactome and 1 transcription factor binding site categories. For instance, the
P value of the GO category “cellular nitrogen compound
biosynthetic process” is 4.16  103, and for the “cell adhesion” category the P value is 2.99  104. On average, 5.19
statistically significant categories were detected per simulated
data set (a total of 519 significant categories in 100 simulated
data sets).
Out of 100 simulated data sets, 77 yielded at least one and
64 at least two significant categories: 13, 11, and 10 data sets
contained one, two, and three statistical significant categories,
respectively and 16 data sets gave rise to more than 10 significant categories. The maximum number of significant categories detected in a single simulated data set was 25 (45
genes were outliers). Categories in enrichment analysis are
not independent of each other since a set of genes may
form part of several categories and genes can also form hierarchies. Thus, detecting 25 categories using 45 genes does not
represent an unexpected result. A description of significant
functional categories as inferred for simulated data sets is
provided in supplementary section IV, Supplementary
Material online.
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(Flybase; Li and Carthew 2005) to gonad, muscle, and neuron
development as well as apoptosis. TRAF6 is associated with
defense response to Gram-negative bacteria and innate
immune response (Flybase; Leulier et al. 2006). It has been
reported that TIM (Tauber et al. 2007) and DM (Jensen
et al. 2007) have experienced recent selective sweeps in
non-African populations. For the CG8188 gene, we were not
able to find direct support for a selective sweep. However, we
demonstrated that CG8188 can interact with important developmental genes (CG5053 and AOP) or with genes for
which there exists evidence for selective sweeps (DM and
TIM). Thus, CG8188 may have played a significant role
during the adaptation of the European D. melanogaster population via its interaction with functionally important genes.

Impact of Demography
We show that meaningful narratives can be constructed from
neutral simulations by using an inferred demographic model
for D. melanogaster sampled in the Netherlands (Li and
Stephan 2006). This demographic scenario is characterized
by a deep and recent bottleneck scenario. It has been
shown (Pavlidis et al. 2010) that severe bottlenecks
6

considerably increase the proportion of false-positives in neutrality tests. Even if demography affects our analysis, the results are not limited to the specific demographic model
because 1) milder bottlenecks (e.g., Thornton and
Andolfatto 2006) can also generate a relatively high proportion of false-positives (e.g., true-positives: 0.40–0.67; false-positives: 0.22–0.35; table 4, Pavlidis et al. 2010), and 2) many
natural populations have experienced recent founder
events, where the number of founders ranges from a few to
a few hundred individuals (Pascual et al. 2007). Therefore,
severe bottlenecks (as used here) represent a realistic scenario
for natural populations. Finally, genome scans for positive
selection detect candidates as outliers in the distribution of
a test statistic (e.g., Kelley et al. 2006; Gu et al. 2009; Rubin
et al. 2010). The actual demography of the natural population
affects the proportion of true-positives at the tail of the distribution because false-positives form a part of the tail. Using
simulations, we demonstrate that even if true-positives are
completely absent from the tail of the distribution of a test
statistic, it is still possible to come up with convincing
narratives.
We simulated 80 X chromosome data sets using a milder
bottleneck model (Thornton and Andolfatto 2006) as
opposed to Li and Stephan (2006) to further generalize the
results. The average minimum, median, and maximum
SweepFinder values and the 95% confidence intervals for
the milder model are 0 (0–0), 0.12 (0.09, 0.15), 42.3 (33.07,
53.74), respectively. The corresponding average minimum,
median, and maximum values for the Li and Stephan
(2006) model and the 95% confidence intervals are 0 (0–0),
0.21 (0.18–0.23), and 56.4 (42.8–81.9). Simulations involving
even milder bottlenecks than those used above (that have
approximately the same severity) further reduce the CLR
values of SweepFinder (PP, unpublished results). Applying
g:GOSt to the simulated data with the Thornton and
Andolfatto (2006) milder bottleneck model using exactly
identical parameters as for the deep bottleneck model, still
yields significant categories in 85% of the data sets. The maximum number of significant terms for a single data set was 74
(16 of them refer to GO terms and the remaining 58 to
transcription factor binding sites).

Testing the Uniformity of Outliers in a WholeGenome Scan for Selective Sweeps
One may argue that instead of performing whole-genome
neutral simulations to test the discovery of statistically significant functional categories, we could uniformly place 50
(=0.005  10,000) points on the genome and assume that
they are outliers of a hypothetical selective sweep scan.
Such an approach is biased because SweepFinder outliers
are not uniformly distributed. Depending on the recombination rate and the demographic model, clusters of outliers
instead of uniformly distributed points are generated.
Clustering of outliers might be pronounced for some demographic histories (such as bottlenecks) and variable recombination rate along the chromosome (as we have assumed in
this study).
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Narrative for Gene CG6788
The third gene is the Dmel/CG6788. Its molecular function is
predicted to be receptor binding based on InterPro domains
and it is suggested (based on sequence similarity) to be involved in cell adhesion and it also contains a fibrinogen
domain. Further details can be found at Flybase (http://fly
base.org/reports/FBgn0030880.html). Arbeitman et al. (2004)
showed that the CG6788 gene is expressed only during the
0–24 h stage of adult male life in the male ejaculatory bulb.
According to Arbeitman et al. (2004) the timing of CG6788
expression points toward a role in ejaculatory bulb development. Furthermore, differential expression analyses revealed
that CG6788 participates in immune response. In a microarray
analysis, Chamilos et al. (2008) showed that CG6788 is one of
98 genes whose induction was upregulated after infection
with Rhizopus compared with the control aseptic injury or
those injected with A. fumigatus. There also exists evidence
that CG6788 is activated by Toll. Members of the Toll receptor
family play an important role in activating immunity genes
because the Toll pathway controls the induction of antimicrobial peptide genes. CG6788 was found to be highly activated (44 times) in the constitutively active Toll mutant
larvae (Bettencourt et al. 2004). Phenotypic plasticity may be
related with the expression levels of CG6788. Sambandan
et al. (2008) showed that CG6788 variation in expression
due to the larval growth medium depends on the genotype.
Thus, CG6788 appears to be an important gene for immune
response. Its expression level is regulated by Toll, and appears
to have significant effects on the genotype by environment
interactions; its expression levels change due to the larval
growth medium, but the degree of change also depends on
the environment. Positive selection may have acted on the
gene or its cis-regulatory sequences after the colonization of
Europe to contribute to the adaptation of the newly founded
population in the European environment.
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sets show at least one significant category and 70 data sets at
least two significant categories.

Using the o Statistic and the Combination of the o
Statistic and SweepFinder to Detect Selective Sweeps
The o statistic (Kim and Nielsen 2004; Jensen et al. 2007;
Pavlidis et al. 2010) uses linkage disequilibrium (LD) patterns
to detect recent positive selection. As the o statistic and
SweepFinder detect different signatures of selective sweeps
(LD vs. SFS), the two approaches can be used in a complementary way. Furthermore, combining the o statistic and
SweepFinder using a machine learning technique increases
the power to detect selection (Pavlidis et al. 2010). Here, we
used a more recent highly optimized code for computing the
o statistic, OmegaPlus (http://www.exelixis-lab.org/software.
html). We tested two analysis options: 1) applying the o
statistic assuming the 99.5th percentile as threshold (similarly
to the SweepFinder analysis), and 2) combining results from
SweepFinder and the o statistic assuming 50 points to be
outliers (0.5%) that are entailed in the top-right rectangle of
the scatter-plot between SweepFinder and the o statistic
(supplementary section VI, Supplementary Material online).
The distribution of outliers along the X chromosome is
different between the o statistic and SweepFinder. o
Statistic outliers are distributed more uniformly than
SweepFinder outliers: only in three data sets does the
KS-test yield P values of less than 5% (vs. 62 data sets in
SweepFinder). For the combination analysis using the o statistic with SweepFinder, 21 data sets deviate from uniformity.
The difference of the outlier distributions as obtained by the
o statistic and SweepFinder can be attributed to the distribution of coalescent trees along the genome (supplementary
section VII, Supplementary Material online). Enrichment analysis based on the o statistic yields 83 data sets with at least
one significant category and 62 data sets with at least two
significant categories. Results from the joint analysis of the o
statistic and SweepFinder are similar: 79 and 62 data sets yield
at least one and two significant categories, respectively.
Analysis with the o statistic suggests that even if the
distribution of outliers would be uniform the enrichment
analysis is still biased. Apparently, this is because longer
genes are favored to be in the list of candidate genes when
outliers are distributed uniformly. Consequently, gene length
will affect the enrichment analyses if there exist categories
with a preponderance for either short or long genes. This
bias has been recently addressed in RNA-seq studies
(Young et al. 2010). Thus, even when analyses are performed
with tools that alleviate the problem of outlier uniformity
(e.g., the o statistic), current implementations for enrichment
analyses are inappropriate for whole-genome scans of positive
selection.

Discussion
Why Do We Believe Results if They Make Sense?
Consider an abstract genome scan study that yields a list of
candidate genes for positive selection, and let A be the associations of these genes to biological meta-information such as
7
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Furthermore, bottlenecks may result in very different
coalescent trees along a recombining chromosome.
Consequently, regions with low variation, a shifted site frequency spectra or high linkage disequilibria may be generated
locally on the chromosome, and thus producing patterns
of pseudo-selective sweeps. The discovery of statistically
significant GO categories (see also Discussion) can thus be
attributed to this local generation of spurious selective sweep
patterns. Recombination also plays an important role in the
generation of pseudo-selective sweep patterns because coalescent histories may be different across a recombination
breakpoint. Too large recombination rates will eventually
result in a different genealogy every few (or even a single)
base pairs, thereby blurring any selective sweep pattern.
Absence of recombination, on the other hand, will result in
exactly the same underlying coalescent tree for the whole
chromosome. Thus, regions that resemble a selective sweep
cannot be produced. There is, however, a range of recombination rates that can produce spurious selective sweep patterns depending on the demographic scenario.
To test the hypothesis that recombination rate and demographic history are responsible for the clustering of outliers,
we examine the uniformity of outliers under the following
assumptions: 1) Li and Stephan’s (2006) bottleneck model
and recombination rates inferred by Fiston-Lavier et al.
(2010), 2) Li and Stephan’s (2006) bottleneck model using a
10 times lower recombination rate than the inferred by
Fiston-Lavier et al. (2010), 3) same as used in 1) but recombination rate is 10 times higher, 4) standard neutral model
with the same recombination rate as in 1), and 5) standard
neutral model with 10 times lower recombination rate than
in 1). For each of the five scenarios, we carried out 100 simulations. Uniformity of outliers was tested using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) as implemented in R at a significance threshold of 0.05. More specifically, we assess the
number of data sets that deviate from uniformity (KS P
value < 0.05) in each of the five scenarios and compare it
with the expected number of deviations under a uniform
distribution. For scenario 1 the P value of 62 (5 are expected
by chance) replicates is smaller than 0.05. For simulation 2, 99
data sets have a P value of < 0.05. On the other hand, the
P value is smaller than 0.05 in only 9 data sets under scenario
3. For the standard neutral simulations, under scenario 4, we
observe that 12 data sets show a P value of less than 0.05; and
under scenario 5, 43 data sets have a P value of <0.05. Thus,
uniformity increases under a standard neutral model (as opposed to a bottleneck model) and higher recombination
rates, and consequently the joint action of demography
and recombination, affects the clustering of outliers. The
P value distributions under all five simulation scenarios are
described in supplementary section V, Supplementary
Material online.
The results of the enrichment analysis are not substantially
affected by the recombination rate. For the scenario 2, where
recombination is 10 times lower, 69 data sets and 43 data sets
have at least one and two significant categories, respectively.
When recombination is 10 times higher (scenario 3), 81 data
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Do Neutrality Tests Detect Genomic Regions that
Have Experienced Positive Selection?
Genomic scans for positive selection will detect regions with
unusual polymorphic patterns, generated by unusual genealogies. If an empirical genome-wide distribution of a summary
statistic is used to define a significance threshold, then these
genomic regions are located at the respective tails of the
distribution. A disadvantage of using empirical distributions
for detecting regions that have experienced positive selection
is that the proportion of the genome that has experienced
positive selection is unknown, and therefore the number of
detected genetic regions is likely to be over- or underestimated. Moreover, it is unknown whether true-positives will
preferentially populate the tail of the distribution, particularly
in nonequilibrium populations (Thornton and Jensen 2007;
Pavlidis et al. 2010). On the other hand, if a parametric bootstrap method is used to define a cutoff value for a neutrality
test, we may fail to precisely detect those regions that have
experienced positive selection because of a plethora of
8

simplifying assumptions that are inherent to the model.
Thus, neither model-based nor empirical-distribution
approaches can accurately identify genomic regions that are
under positive selection mainly because they represent an
incorrect null hypothesis (Thornton and Jensen 2007).
Furthermore, both approaches will typically yield a list of
candidate loci for positive selection. The proportion of
true-positives in such a list is unknown, and GO categorization is often used to identify likely candidates.

Should We Believe Genome Scan Results Because
They Make Sense?
A null hypothesis for what “makes sense” does not exist.
Therefore, the validity of the results is independent of GO
descriptions. Furthermore, we are unaware of the selective
pressures that the organisms have experienced in the past
and therefore can not expect a certain category of genes to be
under positive selection. Even if we expect and accept some
plausible scenarios such as cold tolerance of D. melanogaster
in cold climates, the selective pressures that this specific environmental condition induces on the organisms under study
and the various ways in which an organism may respond to
this pressure are unknown. Finally, due to the pleiotropy of
many genes and their complex relationships, we may only
have limited knowledge on how a certain response actually
manifested itself in nature.
Evidently, we can retrieve biological functions that are potentially related to adaptation for a significant number of
genes. This is especially true when there is no a priori hypothesis to test for, or when the hypothesis at hand is very general.
For example, the attempt to explain adaptation of D. melanogaster in Europe can involve a very large number of genes
ranging from cold-tolerance, metabolism, immunity, learning
to almost any other process or function that we consider as
being important. However, it may be possible that adaptation
affects only a very limited number of genes.
More importantly, the majority of genes can be put into
context and construct a narrative that “makes sense,” for
instance when genes are linked to functionally important
genes. Additionally, our imagination, ability, and desire to
detect patterns, as well as the wealth of information available
in the literature may lead us to come up with an explanation
for the action of positive selection on an arbitrary gene in the
genome.
It is worth noting that the overlap between lists of candidate genes for positive selection from various studies in the
human populations is limited (e.g., Nielsen et al. 2005;
Bustamante et al. 2005; Voight et al. 2006; Williamson et al.
2007; see also Oleksyk et al. 2010 for a recent review). In other
words, candidate gene sets are mostly disjoint among studies.
This lack of overlap might reflect the differences between the
applied neutrality tests or that the neutrality tests cannot
accurately detect the target of selection. Yet, GO enrichment
analysis and literature mining for certain genes are extensively
used in such studies not only to explain the findings but also
to interpret the results as being meaningful.
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functions, processes they are involved in, and expression regulation. Let M represent a model of positive selection with
probability P(M). The likelihood of M given the association
data A is P(AjM). Then, intuitively, we believe that P(AjM)
should be larger than P(A); that is, the probability to find
meaningful biological descriptions of the data should be
larger under the model of positive selection than the total
probability of A P(A). Thus, according to Bayes’ rule
P(MjA) = P(M)  P(AjM)/P(A), our posterior probability
P(MjA) for the model M is increased when biological information about the findings can be obtained. In contrast to this,
we argue by means of a simple simulation study that P(A)
does actually not need to be smaller than P(AjM).
Consider the following simple example that elucidates the
above argument: assume that we are scanning a genome from
a European D. melanogaster sample for positive selection. It
will be reasonable and intuitive to expect that the presence of
selection may affect genes that are responsible for coldtolerance, starvation, pigmentation, light-cycle regulation,
and resistance to insecticides. In general, we are biased
toward searching for, or expecting to observe gene functions
that are associated with the environmental differences between Europe (derived population) and Africa (ancestral population). In this example, M represents a model of positive
selection, and A represents the associations with biological
information that we believe to make sense. Therefore,
P(AjM), that is, the likelihood of selection, is expected to be
high when A makes sense. Thus, if we can provide evidence
that the candidate genes are indeed associated with
environment-specific functions (or generally with reasonable
functions in the context of the study), we automatically increase the likelihood of selection. The underlying problem is
that we cannot estimate the total probability of A under
selection or neutrality, P(A). Here, we show that we can
also effectively mine the literature to obtain biologically interesting annotations under the null (neutral) model. Thus,
P(A) does actually not need to be smaller than P(AjM).
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Comparison between Observation and Simulations

Using the o statistic or combining SweepFinder with the o
statistic, the clustering of outliers is alleviated. However, several functional terms are detected as significant in enrichment
analyses. This is because current implementations of enrichment analyses neglect important factors such as the length of
genes.
A further evolutionary hypothesis that could lead to statistical enrichment of some biological categories is the combination of population bottlenecks with purifying selection. If
purifying selection affects preferentially a specific set of genes
(e.g., a metabolic pathway) and the population undergoes a
bottleneck, then depletion of genomic variation and SFS skew
will become more pronounced for the genes of the pathway.
These genes could thus be detected by neutrality tests as
candidates for positive selection. A subsequent GO enrichment analysis would then report the metabolic pathway
under consideration.

Qualitatively, there are not substantial differences between
the real reference data set we used and the 100 simulated
neutral data sets. In the real data set, SweepFinder detects
stronger selection (supplementary section VIII, Supplementary Material online). This might be an indication of trueselective sweeps in the real data set, but it can also suggest
that the recombination rate or mutation rate used in the
simulations was higher than in reality There is no evidence
that SweepFinder CLR values are significantly higher in the
real data set than in the simulated data sets for almost any
quantile value (see also supplementary section VIII,
Supplementary Material online). Of course, this may just
mean that the demographic scenario used here is too conservative or that the power of SweepFinder to detect selection
under the specific demographic scenario (Li and Stephan
2006) is too small. Furthermore, there is no evidence that
the real data analysis yields more biological categories. This
points into the direction that by almost randomly sampling
genes across a genome, as was done in our simulations, we
can construct equally good narratives as for the real data set.
This is particularly worrisome because i) a priori we have no
reason to believe that a certain proportion of the genome
should have experienced a recent sweep, and ii) the tail of the
distribution of neutrality tests is not even necessarily enriched
in true-positives particularly in nonequilibrium populations
(Thornton and Jensen 2007; Pavlidis et al. 2010).

Why Can Significant GO Categories Occur in
Simulations?
Over-representation analyses returned many significant
categories in neutral data sets. This is unexpected: random
subsets of X chromosome genes result in significantly less hits
(0.5 per random subset of 50 genes vs. 5.19 per simulation) on
average (Mann Whitney test P value: 5.936  1016).
However, specifically for a genome scan analysis, the outcome
may not be truly random. There is increasing evidence that
genes are not distributed randomly across chromosomes. By
analyzing five eukaryotic genomes, Lee and Sonnhammer
(2003) found evidence for clusters of genes that belong to
the same pathway. Al-Shahrour et al. (2010) show that in
well-annotated species, genomes are formed by a large
amount of functional neighborhoods. Approximately 5.3%
of genes belong to functional neighborhoods in D. melanogaster, 3% of the genes belong to functional neighborhoods in A.
thaliana, 7.2% in humans, and 12.8% in R. norvegicus.
Neighboring genomic regions do not evolve independently.
If the recombination rate is not very large, the coalescent
histories of neighboring genomic regions are expected to be
more congruent. Polymorphic patterns and thereby neutrality test scores are based on coalescent histories. Thus, neutrality tests might yield high values in large genomic regions
because of dependent evolutionary histories in neighboring
locations. Consequently, outliers will tend to form clusters.
Combining functional clustering with evolutionary histories
at genomic neighborhoods may thus eventually cause
over-representation of some biological categories.

Verifiability and Reproducibility of Results
A rarely addressed problem in genome analyses is verifiability
and reproducibility of results. Often, arbitrary or hard to justify decisions are taken to determine and set data analysis
parameters. Even small variations of these parameters can
have dramatic effects on the final results. For example,
arbitrary window size and offset values are used in scans for
positive selection with simple summary statistics (e.g.,
Tajima’s [1989] D). Small changes (even by only a few
bases) of window size might change the results from being
statistically significant to being nonsignificant (supplementary section IX, Supplementary Material online). Often,
these (arbitrary) parameter settings are not reported in the
literature, and consequently reproducing and verifying computational experiments becomes hard or even impossible. For
example, Akey et al. (2002) considered as outliers the top
2.5% of an empirical distribution of FST values, and Kayser
et al. (2003) assumed that candidate loci for positive selection
exhibit unusual high RST and/or ln (RV) values. RST is analogous to FST and measures population differentiation. Large
positive or negative values of ln (RV) might reflect a recent
selective sweep at a nearby locus in a population (Kayser et al.
2003). In our analysis, we have also used some arbitrary settings for several quantities and thresholds that are typically
required to conduct genome scans for positive selection. For
example, we ignored the first 3 Mb of the chromosome because of small recombination rates and we used the 99.5th
percentile as threshold in SweepFinder. Arbitrary or hard to
justify parameter decisions are mostly inevitable in data
analyses and they should be considered prior to examining
the results. Another problematic phenomenon is the continuous data growth that yields the task of repeating computations for reproducing results nearly impossible because of
excessive computational requirements (Stamatakis and
Izquierdo-Carrasco 2011). Software bugs, nondeterminism
in parallel codes, and the usage of different code versions
may also produce unverifiable results. The constant changes
in computer architectures, compilers, and scientific libraries
further complicate the reproducibility of experiments. For
9
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example, in the current analysis, MaCS (v.0.4c) produced different results when using identical random number seeds but
different versions of the boost library (www.boost.org, v1.33
and v1.40) because of code changes in the random number
generator implementation (supplementary section X,
Supplementary Material online). We observed this behavior
by pure chance while assembling a respective archive that will
allow for fully reproducing our results (http://exelixis-lab.org/
pavlos/gopopgen.tar.gz).

Conclusion

Supplementary Material
Supplementary sections I–X are available at Molecular Biology
and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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